
RRIPO ROLE MODEL AWARDS 
Presented at Assembly: 22 July 2022 

Gr First +S Value Reason for Award 

PB Radin N Responsibility For consistently trying really hard to be doing the right thing in class, especially in Reading and Writing. Awesome effort Radin! 

PB Saran J Pride For trying really hard in your writing. Well done Saran! Keep up the good work. 

PM Jagger H Responsibility For trying his best to focus and complete all set tasks! You have had an awesome start to Term 3 Jagger, keep it up!  

PM Adrian K Optimism For being brave and making new friends in the school yard and classroom! Keep it up Adrian! 

PS Charlotte M Respect For being kind to others in the playground. Well done Charlotte! 

PS Aadvik P Optimism For making a great start to Term 3, trying his best in the classroom and making new friends in the playground. Well done Aadie! 

PU Emma T Responsibility For always sounding out as many sounds you can hear to write a word. Your writing is always improving, well done Emma!  

PU Liam L Optimism For always persevering in all learning tasks. Well done for giving each activity your best shot Liam! 

1E Tonia G Optimism For always trying her best, and willing to try new things to improve her writing. Well done Tonia! 

1E Amelia W Pride For completing the tasks to the best of her ability, adding as much detail and creativity as she can! Well done Amelia! 

1M Ayaan T Responsibility For always trying his absolute best with all classroom activities and for his effort with weekly homework tasks.  Great job, Ayaan! 

1M Noah H Optimism For making a great start to our school and adjusting very well to all of the classroom routines. Well done, Noah!  

1P Mark Y Pride For completing tasks in a lovely neat manner and working hard to problem solve challenging maths tasks. Nice work Mark! 

1P Leon B Optimism For greeting everyone with a smile each day & always being willing to include others in his games during playtime. Keep it up Leon! 

1Y Allegra B Responsibility For giving everything a go, trying her best and persevering with her learning. Keep up the wonderful effort Allegra! 

1Y Adele V Respect For treating others with kindness and being cooperative when working with a group. Congratulations Adele on a great attitude! 

2B Antonia-Marie E Respect For always following the school values and being kind to everyone in the school community. Wonderful work Antonia-Maria! 

2B Bardia K Optimism  For his fantastic attitude when reading and discussing texts with his teachers and peers. Keep up the great work Bardia!  

2C Leona L Pride For being a great role model to others through her lovely neat bookwork! 

2C Shriya N Responsibility For taking her work very seriously and being a deep thinker! 

2D Eva B Optimism For coming to school with a smile on her face and a positive learning attitude to try new things. Good work Eva! 

2D Sophia C Optimism For coming to school with a smile on her face and a positive learning attitude to tackle her tasks. Good work Sophia! 

2I Charles C Pride For putting in greater effort in his writing pieces and using his creativity. Keep it up, Charles!  

2I Amelia Z Integrity For always helping others and looking after her peers. Keep spreading your kindness, Amelia! 

3A Dylan D Responsibility  For always being so helpful around the classroom and doing lots of selfless jobs! 

3A Navya B Optimism  For showing enthusiasm and an optimistic attitude towards all learning tasks this week! 

3B Elise D Respect For showing kindness and respect to her friends both in and out of the classroom. 

3B Rex M Integrity For always trying to be fair and considerate during lunch and recess. 
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3FC Ava W Optimism For having a terrific growth mindset and trying hard to improve her understanding in Maths. 

3FC Bailey B Pride  For spending extra time to practise her handwriting, putting in a super effort! 

3P Shyla A Responsibility For striving to do her best at all times, every day!  

3P Anmol B Respect For her kindness and consideration to all others in the 3P classroom.  

4E Irene S Respect Following classroom expectations and being a respectful student.  

4E Harrison W Optimism For being friendly and welcoming to a new Casual Relief Teacher at school. 

4G Alyssia A Optimism For her optimistic approach towards all activities and being a positive role model for her peers. 

4G Patrick S Responsibility For having a terrific attitude towards school and always trying his best. 

4K Indie C Respect Using kindness and manners in his interactions with teachers and peers. 

4K Lylah S Optimism Persevering with her improvement using meaningful dialogue in her writing.  

4TF Caitlyn S Optimism For always having a positive attitude and mindset when undertaking all tasks. Thanks for always smiling, Caitlyn! 

4TF Austin G Responsibility  For the constant effort you put into your Maths work, especially the way you explain your thinking. Keep it up!  

5D Constance L Optimism For always taking the opportunity to extend herself in all areas of her learning.  

5D Lucca T Responsibility For giving all tasks his best effort and seeking support when he needs it. Awesome effort Lucca! 

5M Sophia C Pride For being a happy & positive member of the class who has shown great confidence when presenting her work and working in groups. 

5M Fraser C Optimism For always trying his best to complete his work, giving everything a go and having an awesome attitude.  

5P Stella Y Respect For being a kind person and always looking after her friends.  

5P Atilla O Responsibility For always submitting his homework on time and completing lovely, neat work.  

6F Amelia P Pride For always completing work to the best of her ability and doing her best effort into presentation when publishing her writing 

6F Liam P Optimism For having a positive outlook on his work and trying different strategies when working out challenging maths questions, not giving up.  

6K Alex A Pride For showing plenty of school pride through his participation in soccer last term and boys netball this term.  Well done Alex! 

6K Lily S Responsibility For always making responsible choices both in the classroom and outside of it.  Excellent work Lily! 

Mandarin Amelia M -1M Responsibility  For her active participation in all language activities 

Perform.Art Marcus S - 5M Pride For setting a high standard among his peers, performing a drama characterisation within the classroom. Fantastic effort Marcus! 

PE Megan S - 3B Optimism For displaying grit and determination when faced with the new challenge of high jump. Well done for not giving up Megan! 

STEM Rokhshid E - 6K Pride For always taking the time to clearly and neatly showing her learning and understanding in her STEM book. 

Visual Arts Edward S -5M Optimism For completing an awesome sculpture and overcoming obstacles associated with making it in Visual Arts 

 


